Abstract: This paper assesses the predictive ability of asset prices relative to other variables in forecasting inflation and real GDP growth in South Africa. A total of 42 asset and non-asset predictor variables are considered. Forecasts of inflation and real GDP growth are computed using both individual predictor autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) models, forecast combination approaches, as well as, large scale models. The large scale data models considered include Bayesian vector autoregressive models, and classical and Bayesian univariate and multivariate factor augmented vector autoregressive models. The models are estimated for an in-sample of 1980:Q2 to 1999:Q4, and then one-to eight step-ahead forecasts for inflation and real GDP growth are evaluated over the 2000:Q1 to 2010:Q2 out-of-sample period. Principle Component forecast combination models are found to produce the most accurate out-of-sample forecasts of inflation and real GDP growth relative to the other combination and more sophisticated models considered. Asset prices are found to contain particularly useful information for forecasting inflation and real GDP growth at certain horizons. Asset prices are however found to be stronger predictors of inflation, particularly in the long run.
Introduction
The influence of financial markets on real economic activity and macroeconomic indicators has long been a subject of debate (see Stock & Watson, 2003 for a review). The latest global economic downturn, sparked by the decline in house prices in the United States, has contributed to the recent revival of this discussion, particularly in the monetary policy domain. Espinoza et al. (2009) note that asset prices are determined in markets that are fundamentally forward looking, thus suggesting that these prices may act as leading indicators of macroeconomic variables and as such represent a group of possible predictors of future movements in the economy (Stock & Watson, 2003) . Financial markets are argued to influence economic activity in two important ways: financial and credit conditions influence firms' expansions and household expenditures; and asset prices contain expectations regarding firm profitability which is closely related to economic growth (Espinoza et al., 2009) .
The relationship between asset prices and macroeconomic variables, specifically inflation and output growth, has been well documented in both economic theory and literature. The focus of these studies has, however, been placed on understanding this relationship with fewer studies assessing the usefulness of asset prices as potential predictors of inflation and output growth. Studies concentrating on the forecasting ability of asset prices have largely centralised on specific and individual asset prices that have been theoretically justified. These have included interest rates, exchange rates, house prices, term and default spreads. Stock and Watson (2003) provide a summary of this literature covering over 93 articles and working papers assessing the relationship between inflation or output growth and asset prices. Findings from the literature draw attention to the usefulness of asset prices in determining inflation and real output growth. These results, however, are plagued by problems of instability and in the case of output growth, low predictive ability. Stock and Watson (2003) conclude that these weak and unstable results may be due to the use of non-linear models or individual asset price variables. Furthermore, the review finds that often theoretically justified asset price predictors have limited predictive content empirically. Evidence from Rapach and Strauss (2005) ; and Stock and Watson (1999; , among others, however suggests that assessing the predictive content of a group of asset prices may be more suitable as larger amount of information is captured. Thus, allowing for the explanation of a larger proportion of the variability in inflation and output growth. Much of the existing literature regarding the predictive ability of asset prices has been limited to developed countries such as the United States, European Union and the United Kingdom 2 with little focus being placed on emerging and developing economies. Stock and Watson (2003) , which forms the foundation of this paper, assesses the short to medium term predictive content of asset prices in forecasting inflation and real output growth in the group of seven developed nations (G7) over the 1974 to 1983 and 1984 to 1999 periods. Findings from their study highlight that asset prices do aid in forecasting inflation and real output growth in some countries over some time periods, although the usefulness of asset prices are greater for forecasting inflation than real output growth. A second notable finding was that although forecasts using individual predictors were found to be unstable, combining these forecasts using simple techniques such as median and trimmed mean combining, circumvented many of the problems associated with individual predictor models and in most cases improved the accuracy of inflation and real output growth forecasts. Stock and Watson (2003) find simple forecast combining methods to be reliably superior to the benchmark AR model in addition to being low cost and relatively easy to perform.
As mentioned before, the literature focusing on developing economies is particularly thin and South Africa is no exception to this finding. 3 The majority of studies for South Africa have focused on identifying the best models for forecasting inflation and real GDP growth without identifying the best predictors of these movements. The role of individual variables in forecasting inflation and output growth have furthermore concentrated on theoretically identified variables such as the interest rate and the term spread. Gupta and Kabundi (2010; forthcoming) study the usefulness of using large datasets to forecast macroeconomic variables, including inflation and real per capita growth (a measure of output), in South Africa. The results show that large scale models out perform or perform no worse than the small scale models considered (i.e. classical and Bayesian vector autoregressive models and the Small Open Economy New Keynesian Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium model). Although the datasets considered contained over 200 variables, including financial sector indicators, no differentiation was made between the forecasting ability of individual variables or variable classes.
Data from South Africa seems to suggest that asset prices may indeed be a valuable source of information regarding future movements in inflation and real GDP growth. This is more clearly illustrated in Figure 1 and 2 below. Inflation movements seem to be well correlated with real market rates, although the correlation between inflation and the real term-spread is found to be weak. 4 Other variables, such as producer prices and money supply indicators also share close correlations with 2 See Espinoza et al., 2009; Forni et al., 2003; Rapach & Weber, 2004; Stock & Watson, 2003; and Zaher, 2007. 3 See Aron and Muellbauer (2000; ; Fedderke and Schaling (2005) ; Kaseeram et al. (2004) ; Moolman (2002); and Nel (1996) . 4 The term-spread is here defined the long-term government bond yields less the short-term treasury bill rate.
inflation. Similar, although weaker, dependencies are also observed between real GDP growth and asset prices. Accurate forecasting of inflation is particularly important in the case of an inflation targeting country such as South Africa. Improved inflation forecasts that take financial market influences into account will support monetary policy and improve the effectiveness of policy rates, which have a lagged impact, as a monetary policy tool. Forecasts of real GDP growth are important in any country and more so in South Africa where high levels of unemployment have been a persistent and prolonged problem. Over the past decade South Africa has experienced an unemployment rate of 26.6 per cent (World Bank), one of the highest in the world.
Following Stock and Watson (2003) , this study aims to assess the forecasting potential of asset prices to predict inflation and real GDP growth for the case of South Africa. The individual and combined forecasting potential of 20 asset prices is assessed using pseudo out-of-sample forecasts for the period 2000:Q2 to 2010:Q2. The complete dataset includes 43 variables, 23 of which are non-asset price variables, spanning 1980:Q2-2010:Q2. The study uses both small and large data-set estimation methods. Specifically, autoregressive models, autoregressive distributive lagged models, forecast combinations, Bayesian vector autoregressive models as well as univariate and bivariate factor augmented vector autoregressive models with and without Bayesian restrictions are considered. In addition to contributing to the expansion of the literature on this topic and providing a South African specific case study, the following paper aims to aid in the task of forecasting inflation and real GDP growth by highlighting important leading indicators, providing an enriched understanding of the importance of the financial sector -which may lead to improvements in macroeconomic models; and contribute to the monetary policy debate regarding the importance of asset prices in designing monetary policies (Stock & Watson, 2003) . According to the knowledge of the authors, this is the first study to do so for the case of South Africa.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the methodology and models considered. Section 3 briefly discusses the data employed and highlights the transformations undertaken. Section 4 looks at the measures used to compare model performances while Section 5 discusses the findings of the paper. Section 6 concludes with a summary of the main findings.
Methodology

Assessing the Impact of Individual Variables
In evaluating the potential forecasting ability of asset variables in estimating inflation and real GDP growth respectively, this study follows the methodology employed by Stock and Watson (2003) . 5 Individual Autoregressive Distributive Lagged (ARDL), or transfer function, models are used to estimate the relationship between the dependent, lagged dependent and a potential predictor variable (including its lags). These models take the form of equation (eq.) 1.
This model is used to estimate step ahead forecasts of inflation and real GDP growth. Thus, u + is an error term. For the estimation of inflation, 42 ARDL models are generated for the 42 explanatory variables. In the case of real GDP growth forecasts, 41 ARDL models are generated. The output gap is not included as a dependent variable in the latter ARDL models.
The models generated are used to conduct one to eight step-ahead out-of-sample forecasts of inflation and real GDP growth. These forecasts are then compared to the respective benchmark 5 Inflation and real GDP growth are also referred to as the variables of interest or interested variables. models which take the form of a pure autoregressive (AR) model. AR models estimate the dependent variable, here inflation and real GDP growth, using lagged values of itself. The number of lags included is determined using the Schwarz Information Criteria (SIC). Specifically, lag lengths of two and one were used for the inflation and real GDP growth benchmark models. The form of the benchmark model is the same as in eq.1, where 2 0 β = .
Following Gupta and Kabundi (2010) ; Stock and Watson (2003; and Zaher (2007) , among others, the paper further analyses whether the use of large scale models may out-perform these individual and benchmark forecasts. Large scale models tend to produce superior forecasts as they allow for the inclusion of more variables and hence more information. This also removes the need for subjective decision making regarding the inclusion of variables and decreases the problem of omitted variable bias. In this paper three primary methods of forecasting inflation and real GDP growth using large data sets are considered. (Yang, 2004:205) and is an alternative method of imposing "…structure on high-dimensional forecasting models" (Stock & Watson, 2004:1) . Empirical as well as theoretical evidence (see Clemen & Winkler, 1986; Rapach & Strauss, 2005; Stock & Watson, 2003; and Yang, 2004) indicates that forecast combining generally improves the predictive ability of models as it includes more variables or potential predictors, thus increasing the amount of information used in generating forecasts and capturing demand, supply and policy dimensions. Four primary forecast combination methods are used in this study. These include Simple, Discount Mean Squared Forecast Errors (MSFE), Cluster and Principal Components combinations. According to Rapach and Strauss (2010) , these combination methods can generally be described by eq.2: 
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Simple Combinations
Unlike the other methods of combining, simple combinations do not take into account the historical performance of the individual ARDL forecast models (Stock & Watson, 2003; and as a result they do not require a "hold-out" period for calculating the weights (Rapach & Strauss, 2010 (Rapach & Strauss, 2005; .
Discount MSFE Combinations
Discount MSFE combinations allows the modeller to place more value on the recent historical performance of the individual ARDL forecasts which is measured using the MSFEs (Rapach & Strauss, 2010) . The weights used in this combination process (see eq. 3) are dependent on the discount factor (i.e. δ). As δ decreases, the weight attributed to the recent historical forecasts increases. A discount factor of one reduces the combination method to the Bates and Granger (1969) optimal combination forecast when the individual forecasts are uncorrelated (Stock & Watson, 2004) . Following Stock and Watson (2004) we use δ=1.0 and δ=0.9.
where:
Cluster Combinations
Cluster combinations or combining, as developed by Aiolfi and Timmermann (2006) , is a conditional combining approach which incorporates information about the forecast persistence and historical performance of individual models (Rapach & Strauss, 2010) . In this study, we specifically employ the Previous Best conditional combination strategy. Clusters are formed per estimated period from the initial holdout out-of-sample period to the end of the out-of-sample period. Individual model forecasts are grouped into clusters (ĸ) based on their MSFE values. The first cluster contains the forecasts with the lowest MSFEs. Each cluster of forecasts is then averaged and the clusters with the lowest MSFEs are included in the combination model. The optimal weights for the combination model are estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS) based on these clusters (Aiolfi & Timmermann, 2006) . Following Aiolfi and Timmermann (2006) we consider ĸ=2 and ĸ=3.
Principal Components Combinations
The principal component method of forecast combining comprises the extraction of the principal components (p) from the individual ARDL forecasts. These components are then used to form a regression in which the weights are estimated using OLS. This method differs from dynamic factor and factor augmented vector autoregression models in that the factors are estimated from the panel of forecasts and not the actual variables.
.. 
The combination forecast is then simply the aggregation of the principal components multiplied by their estimated weights. Principal components are linearly estimated from the individual ARDL forecasts such that each p captures the variability and information contained in the individual forecasts. The first p explains most of the variability followed by the second, third and so on (Chan et al., 1999; Rapach & Strauss, 2010; Stock & Watson, 2004) . The number of components included in the study was based on the ICp3 criterion as suggested by Bai and Ng (2002 (Stock & Watson, 2002) . t y is therefore equivalent to The main advantage of VAR models is that they allow one to simultaneously model and capture the dynamics of multiple data time series within a single system. VAR models, however, have been criticised for problems of low dimensionality and over-paramatisation, thus restricting the analyst or policy maker in terms of the number of variables that can be included in the model and possibly leading to omitted variable bias. Generally, VAR models consist of only six to eight variables. Bernanke et al. (2005) highlights that limitations to the number of variables included in the analyses leads to problems of contaminated results which causes price and other puzzles; subjective choices regarding variables to include and the representation of these variables; and restrictions in terms of the impacts that can be analysed as one can only assess the impacts of the variables included. For these reasons, BVAR models as suggested by Litterman (1981) ; Doan et al. (1984) ; Todd (1984) ; Litterman (1986); and Spencer (1993) as well as FAVAR models proposed by Bernanke et al. (2005) ; and Ahmadi and Ritschl, (2007) are considered in this paper. These methodologies resolve the lowdimensional problem associated with VAR models while enabling the continued use of the dynamic system framework .
(i) Bayesian Vector Autoregressions (BVAR) 6 In addition to resolving the over-paramitisation problem associated with VAR models, BVAR estimation enables the use of prior knowledge of the distribution of variables. Ahmadi and Ritschl (2007) note this to be a logical step when the data used is historical and not estimated. These restrictions are imposed through hyper-parameters on the distribution of the variables coefficient, thus providing the relationship between the system parameters (Gupta et al., forthcoming) .
This study follows the work of Gupta et al. (forthcoming) which is based on Litterman (1986) where the mean of the distribution of potential predictor variables, their lags and the lags of the interested variable are set to zero, suggesting that they are less important. The mean of the first lag of the interested variable is usually set to one. This restriction is based on the assumption that the lag of the interested variable impacts its future movements. The prior expectation is further imposed by specifying the standard deviation of the variable distribution. This indicates the certainty or uncertainty with which the prior mean is imposed. The larger the standard deviation, the greater the uncertainty regarding whether the prior mean is equal to the true mean. The standard deviation is assumed to decrease as the lag increases denoting greater confidence that the coefficient of the lagged variable will equal its prior mean value of zero. Specifying standard deviations eliminates the problem of deciding on the optimal number of lags to include. Following Litterman (1986) , the standard distributions of lags of the dependent are larger than those of the other variables. A diffuse prior distribution is assumed for the constant term (Gupta & Kabundi,2010; forthcoming; Gupta et al., 2011; forthcoming; and Litterman, 1986) . known as the 'Minnesota priors' and assume that the variables used contain a unit-root. Given that all our data is stationary, we assume the value of the first lag dependent to also be zero as done by Banbura et al. (2010) and Gupta et al. (forthcoming) . Hence the variable distributions used in this paper are specifically
The standard deviations employed are estimated using the formula proposed by Doan et al. (1984) . The significance of this formula is that it allows for the estimation of a large number of coefficient variances using only a small number of hyper-parameters (Gupta & Kabundi, forthcoming; and Gupta et al., forthcoming) . Specifically these hyper-parameters are w, d and the weighting matrix, f(i,j).
The formula for the standard deviation prior, ( , , ) S i j m , imposed on variable j in equation i at lag m is specified in by. 6. Five alternative sets of hyper-parameters are considered in this paper. These range from w=0.3 and d=0.5 to w=0.1 and d=2. The certainty of the coefficient means increases across the alternatives considered (i.e. the standard deviation of priors decrease). The model achieving the lowest relative MSFE is illustrated and reported on in Section 5. In the case of this study, these hyper-parameters were w=0.3 and d=0.5, in line with the standard Minnesota-type priors and those used by Gupta and Kabundi (2010; forthcoming) and Gupta et al. (2011) . ij k is set to 0.5.
(ii) Factor Augmented Vector Autoregressions (FAVAR) 7 FAVAR models are a combination of VAR and Dynamic Factor Models (DFM) that allow for the inclusion of many variables through the use of factors. Specifically, this technique minimises the size of the original dataset to a few factors while retaining the important information contained in the original dataset. Factors are useful in that they eliminate the problem of measurement bias often associated with macroeconomic data series. FAVAR models differ from PC combinations as the factors are extracted from the macroeconomic data series as opposed to the ARDL forecasts. Unlike the BVAR approach, FAVAR models do not require the implementation of restrictions although provision is made in the model specification for the inclusion of prior knowledge where variables are added directly in addition to the factors considered. This study estimates FAVAR models including and excluding Bayesian restrictions (Bernanke et al., 2005; and Ahmadi & Ritschl, 2007) . These restrictions follow those used in the BVAR estimation.
FAVAR models can be estimated using two alternative approaches, specifically the one-step and twostep approach (see Bernanke et al., 2005) . This paper follows the two-step approach, which requires the extraction of the factors using principal component analyses and then using these factors, also known as the unobserved data, along with the observed data to estimate the FAVAR. In this paper the observed data refers to inflation and real GDP growth in the multivariate case (i.e. MFAVAR and MBFAVAR) and inflation or real GDP growth only in the univariate model (i.e. UFAVAR and UBFAVAR). The use of multivariate and univariate models in this context is to test the significance of including real GDP growth in the case of inflation, and vice-versa, as a specific and observable variable.
Since the FAVAR model is a mere combination of the DFM and VAR models, the first step is to estimate the DFM model. Individual time series are expressed in the DFM as the sum of the common unobserved component consisting of a small number of common factors and an idiosyncratic component for each variable. As suggested by Biovin and Ng (2005) , the idiosyncratic component (i.e. error term) is estimated using an AR(p) process. Following Gupta et al. (forthcoming) , this is illustrated in by. 7. Alessi et al., (2010) , which is more suitable than the Bai and Ng (2002) test for a dataset with relatively small number of variables, suggested three factors for the whole data set, while, the same indicated that two and one factors should be extracted from the non-asset and the asset blocks respectively. Once the DFM is estimated, the extracted factors are combined with the VAR model to generate the FAVAR process. Following Bernanke et al. (2005) , the FAVAR model takes the following form: 
Data
A group of 26 variables were collected for this study following Stock and Watson (2003) . This group is comprised of eleven asset prices, four activity indicators, six money supply indicators and four variables capturing wages, goods and commodity price movements. As explained by Stock and Watson (2003:792-800) , the variables included were done so for analytical completeness and due to their empirical validity in explaining inflation and real GDP growth both in developed and developing economies. These variables were primarily collected from the South African Reserve Bank, Statistics South Africa, the IMF International Financial Statistics database, the Global Financial Database and Bloomberg. The data was collected over the period 1980:Q2 to 2010:Q2. The period 1980:Q2 to 1999:Q4 was used as the in-sample estimation period, while the post-inflation targeting period, starting in 2000:Q1 to 2010:Q2 is used for out-of-sample forecasting. The end point of the sample is driven by the availability of data at the time the paper was being written. Note, the parameter estimates of the model was recursively updated over the out-of-sample period to yield, 42 one-stepahead forecasts, 41 two-step-ahead forecasts and so on until 35 eight-step-ahead forecasts. Additional data series were created using the above mentioned data. As a result a total number of 43 variables were utilised in the study. Output and inflation were used as the dependent variables. A list of the variables is displayed in Table 1. A number of transformations were completed on the data in the following order. The first transformation involved the removal of seasonal or cyclical variations from the data. The U.S. Census Bureau's X12 seasonal adjustment program was used for this purpose. Twenty-eight of the 43 data variables were seasonally adjusted. The second transformation was to ensure that all data had the same frequency, in this case quarterly. Daily and monthly data were therefore linear averaged to obtain a quarterly figure. Following Stock and Watson (2003) both nominal and real variables were used. The use of nominal and real variables ensures that all the explanatory power from these variables is included. Real variables were obtained by deflating the individual nominal series using the consumer price index. Some variables were also logarithmically transformed to ensure a more normal, smooth distribution and enable the modelling of variables in terms of growth rates. The JSE dividend price yield, real term spread, long and short term government bond yields, the repurchase rate, shortterm Treasury bill rates and real GDP gap variables were left in their level form. Lastly, variables were tested for stationarity. The main test employed was the Dickey-Fuller test with GLS de-trending (DF-GLS). The DF-GLS test is used instead of the standard Dickey-Fuller or Augmented Dickey Fuller tests as it has been proven to be more robust when faced with variance breaks (Cook, 2004) and has stronger testing power (Elliot et al., 1996) . 8 The Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt and Shin (KPSS) and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests were also applied to support the results from the DF-GLS tests. 9 Nonstationary variables were differenced and in some cases the difference from potential or natural estimates (i.e. gaps) were generated to ensure that all variables were stationary. Potential variables were estimated using the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter with a penalty of 1600 -the standard penalty for quarterly data (Hodrick & Prescott, 1997) . A detailed list of transformations as well as data sources is provided in Appendix A, while Appendix B provides the summary statistics of the variables used in this study.
Three data blocks are referred to in the forecast combining and large-scale models. These blocks are all variables, asset variables and non-asset variables. The purpose of this division is to specifically test the significance of asset price variables relative to the other data blocks in forecasting inflation and real GDP growth. The non-asset variable group comprises the activity indicators, money supply indicators as well as the variables capturing wages, goods and commodity price movements. A total of 12 high-dimensional models are estimated for each of the three data blocks, resulting in a total of 36 high dimensional models. In addition to the benchmark model, 42 and 41 ARDL models are estimated for inflation and real GDP growth respectively. Each model estimates eight-step-ahead forecasts of which the predictive power of the one, two, four, six and eight horizons are presented in Tables 2 to 5 .
Measuring model forecast performance
In assessing the forecasting accuracy of the 36 forecasting models estimated this paper largely follows the methodology of Stock and Watson (2003) , who uses the Mean Squared Forecasting Error (MSFE) as a measure of forecast performance. The MSFE of each model is calculated and the relative MSFE approach is used to compare competing models to the benchmark AR model as well as with each other. This approach was chosen as it is both familiar and easy to interpret. The relative MSFE ratio is represented by eq. 9. indicates that the competing model produces a superior forecast of inflation or real GDP growth, in terms of accuracy, relative to the benchmark model. A MSFE ratio of larger than one, however, suggests that the benchmark model produces a more accurate forecast with a lower forecasting error.
In addition to the relative MSFE, an alternative test of model forecasting ability is also considered. Specifically, the paper uses the HLNh forecast encompassing test to evaluate the forecasting ability of asset price models, and hence asset prices, relative to competing data block models. The forecast encompassing approach is chosen as it allows one to assess whether a specific data block contains information useful for forecasting, beyond that contained in the competing model (Rapach & Strauss, 2010) . Forecast encompassing techniques are argued to be a more powerful measure of forecasting ability than relative MSFE (Rapach & Weber, 2004) . Given the extensive number of models considered, this study only analyses the best asset based models (identified in Section 5) relative to the best non-asset and all variable data block models.
The test for encompassed forecasts considers the construction of an optimal forecast using a convex combination of two rival forecasts as illustrated by eq. 10. ŷ is the respective model forecast of inflation or real GDP growth, 0 1 λ ≤ ≤ and cm represents each of the competing models (i.e. benchmark, non-asset and all variable models). The Harvey et al. (1998) test statistic is illustrated by eq.11.
u + is the forecasting error of model k=asset, cm) Clark and McCracken (2001) argue that when forecasting models are nested, many of the standard test statistics (including the HLNh test) are no longer asymptotically Gaussian, as the forecast errors are asymptotically the same and thus perfectly correlated. They provide an alternative test for nested models, called the ENC-T test. This test is employed to evaluate the forecasting accuracy of the best and second best asset block models relative to the benchmark AR model. The test statistic is defined as follows: : 0
The limiting distribution is N(0, 1) for h = 1. The limiting distribution for h > 1 is non-standard, as discussed in Clark and McCracken (2001) . As long as a Newey and West (1987) type estimator is used when h > 1, however, then the tabulated critical values closely approximate the N(0, 1) values (Bhardwaj and Swanson, 2006) .
Results
This section is divided into three parts. Section 5.1 and 5.2 provides a detailed analysis of the estimation results for inflation and real GDP growth respectively. Tables 2 and 4 summarises the relative MSFE results of the individual ARDL models for the forecast horizons considered, while Tables 3 and 5 indicate the relative MSFE results for the forecast combinations and large scale data models. From these sections, the best and second best models for forecasting inflation and real GDP growth are identified using the MSFE criteria. The forecasting ability of the best and second best asset price models are then further tested using the forecast encompassing tests discuss in Section 4. The results from these tests are discussed in Section 5.3 and summarised in Tables 6 and 7 .
Inflation
Results from the combined individual ARDL forecasts indicate that asset prices are useful for forecasting inflation, particularly over the short-term (i.e. over one or two horizons). Table 3 shows that at almost every horizon regardless of the forecast combining method used, combined asset price forecasts are superior to the benchmark model, obtaining a maximum reduction of 27.0 per cent in the forecasting error. This lead, however, decreases as the time horizon extends further into the future -in line with the findings of Stock and Watson (2003) . On average across combining methods, combined asset price forecasts are 10.9 per cent superior to the benchmark model in the short term, 6.5 per cent in the medium term and 3.5 per cent in the long term. This decline in reduction in the forecasting error suggests that asset prices contain more information about short to medium term movements relative to long-term or structural changes. This is in line with expectations as these variables capture market conditions and sentiment, which are generally short to medium term Results in bold and italics indicate ARDL models that outperform the benchmark model * The result for the AR model is given by the MSFE (%) ** Indicates the best performing ARDL model for the specified horizon Results in bold and italics indicate ARDL models that outperform the benchmark model ** Indicates the best performing ARDL model for the specified horizon concepts. Relative to other data blocks, however, asset prices provide the most accurate forecasts of inflation over the longer term.
Overall, the results highlight that principal component (PC) combining produces the most accurate forecasts of inflation over the out-of-sample forecast horizon. In the overall best and second best models, the forecasting error is reduced by 11.2 (all variable block) and 10.6 per cent (asset price block) relative to the benchmark model. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1 the PC model is comprised of three, two and one principal component(s) in the case of the all variable, non-asset price and asset price models. The identification of PC as the best and second best forecast combination method suggests that the use of actual variables results in the inclusion of redundant information thereby weakening the forecasting ability of the respective models. Forecast combining, as with FAVAR analysis, removes this complication by extracting only the valid information. Inflation forecasts using PC combining are up to 27.0 per cent superior relative to those produced by the benchmark model.
With regards to the non-asset data block, simple combination methods are found to produce the most accurate forecasts of inflation. Specifically, median forecast combinations yield the largest reductions in forecasting errors. These reductions are however small, averaging 3.1 per cent over the estimation period. Forecast combinations based on non-asset price variables only are generally found to achieve the smallest gains in forecasting accuracy. On average across horizons and combination methods, MSFE reductions of only 1.8 per cent are achieved when using the non-asset price block, relative to 7.1 and 5.6 per cent when using asset price and all variable blocks respectively.
Discounted MSFE forecast combinations, using a δ=0.9, produce the second most accurate inflation forecasts across all data blocks considered, improving forecasting accuracy by 6.0, 8.1 and 3.3 per cent (relative to the benchmark model) for the all variable, asset price and non-asset price data blocks respectively. When using only asset price variables, discounted MSFE forecast combinations produce their most optimal and consistent forecasts, achieving gains of just over 10.0 per cent in the short to medium term and 4.1 per cent in the longer run. Given that inflation is generally hard to predict in the long run, these improvements in the forecasting error are noteworthy.
As with Rapach and Strauss (2005) , and Watson (2003, 2004) simple combination forecasts were observed to be relatively stable, with median combinations consistently producing superior inflation forecasts across the forecast horizons. Simple combination methods therefore provide a lowcost methodology of achieving consistently superior forecasts of inflation relative to the benchmark model (Rapach & Strauss, 2005; and Stock & Watson, 2003; . The magnitudes of the reductions in MSFE achieved are however in most cases the smallest (less than 5.0 per cent) amongst the competing combination models. Furthermore, combination forecasts using asset price variables only were found to yield the most stable forecasts of inflation, producing superior forecasts to the benchmark model at every horizon in four of the eight combining methods considered.
Setting the results from forecast combining aside, other large scale data set models considered, specifically the BVAR, UFAVAR, MFAVAR and their Bayesian counterparts, also show that asset price based estimations produce inflation forecasts superior to that of the benchmark model. On average, asset price based models reduce the forecasting error by between 3.8 and 7.3 per cent across the forecast horizon. Asset price based inflation forecasts are also found to be generally more consistent than those using other data blocks. Non-asset price based models are however observed to produce superior inflation forecasts, particularly in the short term. This is dissimilar to the results obtained from forecast combinations. BVAR models are the only exclusion to this finding. The inferior performance of other data blocks when using BVAR models, relative to FAVAR models, suggests that the use of factors rather that actual macroeconomic series may enhance the forecasting performance of models as they purge the model of any redundant or irrelevant information. This finding is in line with the prior identification of PC forecast combinations as the optimal combination method. Asset based FAVAR models generally also produce superior forecasts relative to the BVAR model, particularly over the short term. Despite being inferior, BVAR model forecasts highlight the significance of asset prices as predictors of future inflation. In fact, BVAR forecasts produced using asset prices only, are the only models to achieve superior forecasts to the benchmark model.
From the results, UFAVAR models are identified as producing the most accurate forecasts when only asset and non-asset prices are used. Respectively, the accuracy of inflation forecasts improves by 7.3 and 7.1 per cent over the out-of-sample forecast horizon. In the case of asset prices, this improvement in accuracy is consistent over the short, medium and long term with MSFE reductions of about 7.0 per cent being obtained. The superior accuracy of UFAVAR models relative to MFAVAR models suggests that the impact of real output growth may already be captured by the factors. This is confirmed by the results from the forecasts of output, discussed in Section 5.2, which identify nominal interest rates and real house prices as leading indicators of output growth. Relative to their classical equivalents, Bayesian restrictions only improve the short term forecasting ability of these models. This may indicate that over the medium to longer term, the unrestricted inclusion of the history of inflation becomes more important given the significant degree of persistence in inflation movements (Kaseeram et al., 2004) . In the case of the all variable data block, however, restricted models produce the most accurate predictions of inflation. Bayesian restrictions in this case improves the forecasting accuracy of the model as the larger set of information included reduces the relative importance of past inflation rates. MBFAVAR and UBFAVAR models achieve similar levels of reductions in the forecasting error -7.1 and 7.0 per cent respectively.
Overall the findings suggest that across models, forecast combinations produce the most accurate forecasts of inflation. PC combination forecasts based on the all variable data block yields the most accurate forecasts of inflation over the forecast horizons. The 8.7 per cent improvement in forecasting accuracy achieved could be said to be largely driven by asset prices as independent asset price PC combinations reduces the relative MSFE by 8.1 per cent, whilst the non-asset model performs worse than the benchmark model. Inflation forecasts from the all variable PC model are unfortunately not consistently superior to the benchmark model. Specifically PC combined forecasts are out performed by the benchmark model at h=4. The discounted MSFE (δ=0.9) approach where only asset prices are considered is identified as the second best inflation forecasting model. Unlike with the previous approach, this model produces a consistently superior forecast to the benchmark model, while achieving an 8.5 per cent improvement in forecasting accuracy. Results for best models per data block are provided in Table 6 .
With regards to specific asset prices, results from the individual ARDL models (see Table 3 ), indicate that most of the identified asset price variables provide superior forecasts of inflation relative to the benchmark model, although not consistently across all horizons. This puzzling result has also been highlighted by Stock and Watson (2003) and Zaher (2007) . Forecast combining is used in an attempt to resolve this puzzle, which it does to a partial extent. On average, the improvements in forecasting accuracy range between 0.5 and 17.3 per cent. Real and nominal exchange rates and gold prices are the only two asset price variables that provide consistently superior forecasts of inflation relative to the benchmark model, with ARDL forecasts including exchange rates also producing superior forecasts relative to all large scale competing models over the medium to long term. The real exchange rate, which produces the most accurate forecast amongst all variables, reduces the MSFE by up to 21.8 per cent in the short run, 20.0 per cent in the medium term and 11.6 per cent over the long run. The substantial significance of the exchange rate and gold price in forecasting inflation in South Africa may be the result of the structure of the economy. South Africa is a mining and manufacturing exporting economy with a fairly large share of imported intermediary inputs. This makes the economy and hence inflation particularly vulnerable to changes in the exchange rate and mining commodity prices such as gold. Other asset price variables also highlighted as predictors of inflation include silver prices (as a short-term indicator) and the JSE Stock Price Index (over the medium to longer term). Real long and short-term government bond and short-term Treasury bill rates, as well as the repo rate were also found to be useful indicators although gains in forecasting accuracy are smaller. Little evidence is, however, found in support of the predictive content of the term spread for inflation. The term spread is found to produce superior forecasts in only the first horizon and even this improvement in forecasting accuracy is small at only 0.3 per cent (relative to the benchmark model). This is aligned with the empirical evidence of Stock and Watson (2003) as well as the literature review provided (Stock & Watson, 2003) .
With regards to non-asset price variables, M0 and M1 money supply indicators are identified as useful predictors of SA inflation, improving benchmark forecasts by 8.7 and 11.8 per cent over the short to medium term; and 4.3 and 6.2 per cent over the longer run. The output gap, capacity utilisation rate and oil prices are also particularly useful. Average earnings, surprisingly provide no additional information relative to benchmark forecasts despite rising concerns that excessive public sector wage increases may result in escalating price increases. The lack of evidence in support of commodity prices as an indicator of inflation may be the result of the indicator considered. The Economist Commodity Price Index was considered in this paper, which may not necessarily be a useful indicator of inflation for SA given the subcategories included.
Real GDP Growth
The relative MSFE results for real GDP growth forecasts, illustrated in Table 5 , indicate that unlike the inflation results, asset price variables are less important for forecasting real GDP growth. Although forecasts based on asset prices are superior to those produced by the benchmark model, non-asset price variables predict more of the variability in real GDP growth. Results from the forecast combining exercise reveals that, on average, asset price forecasts are 7.8 per cent superior to the benchmark model while non-asset price variables improve forecasting accuracy by about 24.0 per cent. Forecast combination estimates of real GDP growth were generally observed to be consistently superior to those of the benchmark model.
Within the forecast combination models, PC combination forecasts using all variables are the most accurate, reducing the forecasting error by 40.5 per cent over the forecast horizon. The identification of PC combining (all variables) as the best combining method reinforces our findings from Section 5.1 that the use of components instead of actual variables removes any redundancies or irrelevant information from the model thereby allowing for more accurate forecasts. Over the short, medium and long term the forecasting error associated with the real GDP growth projections decline by 30.7, 33.9 and 53.7 per cent respectively. The rising trend in forecasting accuracy as the horizon extends into the future indicates not only the usefulness of large dataset forecasts but also highlights the weakness of the benchmark model in forecasting real GDP growth over the medium to longer term. The forecasting error of the benchmark model increases as the forecasting horizon extends into the future. Furthermore, the significance of the all variable PC combination as the best forecasting model indicates that although not when considered alone, asset prices are important in predicting real GDP growth when combined with non-asset prices. Independently asset and non-asset based PC forecast combination models reduce the forecasting error by 7.4 and 30.8 per cent respectively. However, when combined the reduction in the forecasting error improves to 40.5%.
Among combination forecast models using the asset price data block, cluster combination models (ĸ=3) are identified as the most accurate forecasting model, improving estimates of real GDP growth by 10.8 per cent relative to the benchmark model. In the case of the non-asset data block, the optimal forecasting combination model identified is the discounted MSFE (δ=0.9), achieving a 35.3 per cent improvement in forecasting accuracy. This model is also the second most accurate forecast combination model. Similarly to the inflation result, simple combination methods although consistent and inexpensive produce relatively small gains in accuracy. On average, simple combination models reduce the forecasting error by between 6.8 and 14.3 per cent. The average reduction in the forecasting error across the forecast combinations considered is between 7.8 and 24.3 per cent.
In terms of specific data blocks in other large scale models, the MBFAVAR model is identified as the optimal forecasting model when using all variables or only non-asset variables. On average, these models reduce the forecasting error by 13.2 and 16.1 per cent, respectively. In the case of asset price variables, however, the optimal real GDP growth forecasting model is the MFAVAR, achieving a 12.2 per cent increase in forecasting accuracy relative to the benchmark model. The identification of multivariate models as superior to univariate models indicates that the direct inclusion of inflation in the FAVAR model improves the forecasts of real GDP growth. In the case of inflation, univariate models were generally found to outperform multivariate models. This is an interesting result and seems to suggest that inflation is a better predictor of real GDP growth, than real GDP growth is of inflation. Results from the individual ARDL models confirm this observation. On average, inflation improves real GDP growth forecasts by 43.4 per cent relative to the benchmark model. Real GDP growth, however, does not improve on benchmark forecasts of inflation. Neither do other indicators such as the real GDP gap, industrial production and capacity utilisation, which are considered to be measures of economic activity. The superior performance of the unrestricted asset price based FAVAR model relative to the restricted counterpart may be the result of asset prices being relatively weak indictors of real GDP growth. As a result the presence of past real GDP growth values improves the forecasts of models using only asset prices. The large amount of information in nonasset and all variable models, however, finds the presence of lagged real GDP growth as redundant, thus weakening their forecasts. The inclusion of restrictions in this case improves the forecasting accuracy of the MFAVAR models.
Results from FAVAR models indicate that non-asset price variables produce the most accurate forecasts of real GDP growth, with the inclusion of asset variables (i.e. the all variable case) reducing the forecasting ability of the model. BVAR models are the only exception to this finding. As with forecasts of inflation, asset based BVAR models are the only models to improve on benchmark forecasts. Overall, forecast combination models are once again identified as the most accurate predictors. Specifically, the best and second best real GDP growth forecasting models are identified as the PC combination model using all variables and the discounted MSFE combination (δ=0.9) of non-asset prices.
On average across data blocks, PC combination models are generally found to produce the most accurate and stable forecasts of inflation and real GDP growth over the short term. In the longer run, the evidence for the "best model methodology" is less clear. In the case of inflation, the UFAVAR produces the most accurate and stable forecasts on average, while in the case of real GDP growth, this is achieved by the Discounted MSFE (δ=0.9) combination model.
Individual ARDL results indicate that although most asset prices forecast real GDP growth more accurately than the benchmark model these gains are generally small and inconsistent over the forecast horizons considered (see Table 4 ). Relative to inflation, there are fewer asset prices that Results in bold and italics indicate ARDL models that outperform the benchmark model ** Indicates the best performing ARDL model for the specified horizon the use of house prices as a leading indicator of demand within the economy (Girouard & Blöndal, 2001 ). Bond yields, the short-term Treasury bill rate and the repurchase rate were found to be better indicators of medium to long term activity. Short and long term bond yields improve forecasts of real GDP growth by up to 42.7 and 37.8 per cent respectively whilst the short term Treasury bill and repurchase rate improved forecasts by up to 25.5 and 25.9 per cent. McCallum (1983) and Bernanke and Blinder (1992) highlight that interest rates are indicators of market expectations regarding future monetary policy and in turn, economic activity. Little evidence is, however, found for the term spread as a predictor of economic activity. ARDL models including the term spread improve real GDP forecasts on average by only 1.0 per cent over the long term with short to medium term forecasts being inferior to the benchmark model. Nel (1996) found the term structure of interest rates to be a significant indicator of SA economic activity over the 1974 to 1983 period, but over the [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] period the value of the term spread as a predictor of real GDP growth had decreased significantly. This is similar to Stock and Watson (2003) findings that of the seven countries considered only Canada and Japan show evidence of the term spread as an indicator of economic activity post-1984.
Neither of these studies however consider the post-2000 period.
Individual non-asset price variables were also found to be useful predictors of real GDP growth. As with asset prices, however, many non-asset price variables did not provide consistent forecasts superior to the benchmark model. Four variables outperforming even the best large scale model were identified. These variables were real and nominal commodity prices, capacity utilisation and inflation.
In the short run ARDL models, including either real or nominal commodity prices, achieves a 46.8 and 36.8 per cent decline in relative MSFE. This result is converse to the findings of Stock and Watson (2003) who found that commodity prices generally produce poorer forecasts than the benchmark model. The importance of the commodity price index in forecasting short term growth is indicative of the South African economy -a natural resource dependent country. Over the medium to longer term, capacity utilisation and inflation improve forecasting accuracy by up to 90.6 and 57.0 per cent, respectively (relative to the benchmark model). The industrial production gap, M3 money supply and producer price index were also found to be significant indicators, improving forecasting accuracy by more than 20.0 per cent in the medium to long term. An important observation from the individual ARDL model results is that the forecasting ability of the non-asset price variables identified improves as the forecast horizon increases. Employment and employment gap ARDL models perform the poorest followed by M2 money supply and oil prices.
Forecast comparison tests
In addition to evaluating the predictive ability of asset prices using the loss in relative MSFE, we also consider the HLNh and ENC-T tests. Results from these tests, discussed below, generally confirm the findings from the inflation and real GDP growth discussions. The results indicate that at certain horizons asset prices contain useful information, above that of the benchmark or competing model, for forecasting both inflation and real GDP growth. Table 6 and 7 summarises the HLNh and ENC-T results for inflation and real GDP growth, respectively. For inflation, the results from the forecast comparison tests are generally in line with the relative MSFE results, except where the asset model forecasts are compared to those of the benchmark model. Results from the ENC-T tests shows that at certain horizons the benchmark model encompasses the asset price based models. Looking at the results comparing the best asset price model with the benchmark model, it is observed that at h=4 and h=6, asset prices do not provide any additional information for forecasting inflation -contrary to the relative MSFE results which suggests that asset price models produce superior forecasts. Over the short and longer term, however, asset price models are demonstrated to contain statistically significant additional information for forecasting inflation. The results are less compelling when considering the second best asset model (i.e. MBFAVAR). The HLNh test also confirms the rankings of our asset price models. The results illustrate that in general the second best model is encompassed within the best model, while the best model is not encompassed in the second best model. Note: *, **, *** indicate significance at 10, 5 and 1 per cent based on the ENC-t test between the asset price models relative to the AR models.
Values within () indicate the p-value for the forecast encompassing tests. That is we test whether in the case of the asset block, the best (second best) model encompasses the second best (best) model against the one-sided, upper tail alternative hypothesis the best (second best) model does not encompass the second best (best) model. For the other data blocks, the p-values in () test whether the best models from the respective blocks are encompassed within the best model from the asset block. The p-values in [] test whether the best model from the asset block is encompassed in the best models from the competing data blocks.
Relative to other data blocks the results show that asset prices do contain useful additional information for forecasting inflation. At the 10.0 per cent significance level the PC asset model is not encompassed by the competing data block models. Over the short to medium forecast horizon, the competing data block models are also not encompassed in the PC asset model suggesting that each model contains information that may enhance the forecasts of inflation. In the longer run, at h=8, the ENC-T and HLNh test results indicate that the PC asset model contains significant information for forecasting inflation, more so than the benchmark or competing models. This confirms the findings from the relative MSFE results which show that asset price based models produce the most accurate forecasts of inflation in the longer run (when compared to competing models).
The forecast comparison results for models predicting real GDP growth also indicate that at certain horizons asset prices contain useful information beyond that supplied by competing models. This is the case when compared to both the benchmark and competing data block models. Relative to the results for inflation, however, asset based forecasting models are not as useful in forecasting real GDP growth. The HLNh results indicate that across most horizons, forecasts produced by the nonasset Discounted MSFE (δ=0.9) model includes information provided by the MFAVAR asset price model. At h=2, however, the MFAVAR asset model does provide additional information that improves the forecast of real GDP growth. Relative to the all variable Discounted MSFE (δ=0.9) model, however, the PC asset price model in the short to medium term is not encompassed by the all variable model (10.0 per cent significance level). This is an important observation as it confirms that despite all variable data block forecasts achieving a larger reduction in MSFE over the short to medium term, asset price models still contain useful information for forecasting real GDP growth.
The overall results from the forecast comparison tests highlight a critical observation regarding the importance of asset prices in forecasting both inflation and real GDP growth. This observation is that although forecasting models based on asset prices (only) do not always provide the most accurate forecasts, they are useful as they introduce information that may not have been otherwise included. This information may not consistently be important to the forecast, but does enable forecasting models to better predict future movement as a larger and more varied set of indicators are included.
Conclusion
This study aimed to assess the forecasting ability of asset prices in predicting inflation and real GDP growth for South Africa. The results indicate that although asset prices are more useful for forecasting inflation, they still play an important role in predicting real GDP growth at certain periods. The finding that asset prices occasionally provide additional information highlights the limitations of standard variables generally considered. Asset prices allow for the inclusion of additional financial market information which has become increasingly important to economies today. Furthermore asset price data are readily and more importantly timely available, making it a valuable source of information. Forecasters are thus able to include the most recent data in their predictions, allowing for more accurate forecasts.
Our findings are largely aligned with the empirical literature. In addition to proving the importance of asset prices, this study also highlights the convenience of combination forecasts. Similarly to Strauss (2005, 2008) ; and Stock and Watson (2003; , we find that forecast combinations produce more accurate forecasts of inflation and real GDP growth than the benchmark AR model, individual ARDL models and other more sophisticated competing models. Specifically, PC combination forecasts including all variables are observed to produce the most accurate forecasts of both inflation and real GDP growth. This is closely followed by the Discounted MSFE (δ=0.9) approach. Classic and Bayesian FAVAR models are also found to yield superior forecasts to BVAR models. Das et al. (2010) , Gupta et al. (forthcoming) , Leamer (2007); and Zaher (2007) find similar results. The identification of PC combinations and FAVAR models suggests that the use of factors improves forecasting ability as they circumvent problems of redundant or irrelevant information as well as data measurement bias. Univariate FAVAR models are found to compete as well as or better than multivariate models in the case of inflation, suggesting that the direct inclusion of output does not provide additional information. For output models, however, multivariate FAVAR models perform better relative to their univariate counterparts indicating that the direct inclusion of inflation in the FAVAR model adds value. Simple forecast combinations were found to stably reduce the forecast error of benchmark model across the forecast horizon considered. These gains in forecasting accuracy were however relatively small when compared to competing models.
Specific asset prices have been found to produce superior forecasts of inflation and real GDP growth. In the case of inflation, these have included real and nominal exchange rates, gold prices, money supply indicators (M0 and M1) and the JSE stock price index. Individual predictors of real GDP growth were identified to be capacity utilisation, inflation, government bond yields (short and long) and short-term Treasury bill rates. Real house prices were also observed to be important indicators of real economic activity in the short to medium term. In some cases individual ARDL models were found to produce superior forecasts than the optimal models identified. 
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